
 
P&C Meeting Minutes – 15 February 2022 

 
Attendees - Olivia Wenholz, Andy Mison, Bronwyn Hill, Shane Merry, Kate Riley, Patrick Fong, Mary 
Cheng, Michelle Tormey, Leanne Wilkinson, Tim Pigot, Penny Thomson, Norma Yap, Heidi Spence, 
Rennae Waldie. 

 
LEGEND: Red text means decision. Green text means action item. Yellow highlight means attachment. 

 
1. Open & Welcome – 7:00 pm 

 
2. Apologies – Joanne Aubertin, Carolyne Worthington, Liz Kenworthy. 

 
3. Approval of previous minutes (30 November 2021) 
Olivia Wenholz moved to accept the minutes from the 30 November 2021 meeting, seconded by Shane 
Merry – motion passed unanimously. 

 
4. Principal’s Report – Andy Mison – Executive Principal 

 
Andy introduced himself to the group and noted his initial experiences developing an understanding of 
the complexities of Harrison School and navigating the current COVID constraints.  

 
He highlighted his recent interview with ABC Radio where he discussed the workload and wellbeing 
affects that COVID impacts are having on the staff, including the challenges of distributing RATs, the 
cohorting of students and staff, and the logistics around student drop-off and pick-up.  

 
He noted that staff are at capacity and his focus is on bringing activities back to the first principles of 
learning and wellbeing for kids and staff.  

 
Discussions regarding the P&C donating money to fund shade sails and further seating ensued and Andy 
discussed the possibility of using P&C donations to re-engineer the enclosed garden beds under trees 
with soil/sand and logs to open the naturally shaded areas making them accessible for kids to play in. He 
noted that Infrastructure had agreed to fund shade sails, but P&C donations could fast track their 
implementation and/or compliment the capital works funded by Infrastructure.  

 
5. Executive Summaries – Olivia Wenholz/Shane Merry 

 
Olivia Wenholz – President Report Attached (Attachment B) 

 
ACTION 
Kate to do a call out for uniform shop volunteers to assist on Friday mornings 
ACTION 
Olivia and Bronwyn to advertise for paid casual Uniform Shop Assistants 

 
Shane Merry – Treasurer Balance Sheet and P&L Reports Attached (Attachment C) 

 
6. Upcoming Events – Olivia Wenholz/Kate Riley 
2022 Mother’s Day Stall – After discussions from the floor it was agreed that due to current COVID 
restrictions the P&C would not run a Mother’s Day Stall.  

 
ACTION  
Kate to post on Facebook that we will not be holding a stall this year, and alerting parents that they 
need to organise Mother’s Day gifts independently this year. 



 
7. Start of Year Procedures – Feedback to School (Attachment D)  

 
• Communications from school re: teachers/classes, maps, etc 

 
Andy noted that communication was delayed due to the need to wait for ACT 
Government announcements and also a technical glitch with the enrolment system 
caused additional impediments. 

 
Discussion arose from the floor commending the Facebook videos released by the 
school to help welcome and settle students.  

 
• RATs distribution 

 
Andy acknowledged the feedback about the contactless distribution of RATs and noted 
that this was an ACT Government directive, but after feedback, the distribution method 
has changed to school bags. Andy highlighted that although this method is preferred it 
still comes with resourcing and logistical challenges. 

 
Discussions from the floor praising the hard work and commitment of Harrison Staff in 
facilitating the RAT distribution followed.  

 
• Drop offs, Pick ups, no parents on campus, 

 
Andy recognised the frustrations with pick-up and drop-off arrangements and explained 
that adjustments are being made where possible.  

 
Penny raised the value in promotion of Active Travel to help alleviate car park 
congestion.  

 
• Stationery packs, new approach. 

 
Discussions from the floor arose in support of the new approach to Stationery Packs.  
Andy commended Kirralee for her work developing and implementing the new 
processes.  

 
• Welcome gift to Early Learning 

 
Liz Kenworthy’s excellent work in facilitating the Play Do welcome gift was noted.  

 
• Communications in P&C FB main page and FB year level groups, training for admins 

 
Kate Riley was commended for her excellent work in coordinating the training, year 
level admins, and timely comms in Jan and Feb. 

 
8. Mobile Phone Policy – Andy Mison 
Andy referenced his positive meeting with the Mobile Phone Working Group and noted his proactive 
stance in setting some boundaries at the start of the year in advance of the final policy, such as 
communicating to parents and carers that phones in classrooms will not be accepted and putting 
signage on high school classroom doors explaining that phones are to remain on silent and in bags 
during class time.  
The P&C thanked him for his proactive stance and showed appreciation for the direction things are 
heading. 



 
9. Uniform Policy – Andy Mison 
Andy noted that his consultation with staff, students, parents, and carers continues with a focus on 
uniforms being affordable, practical, comfortable, and appropriate. 
He anticipates that the final uniform will be decided on bythe end of Term 1.  

 
10. Grants – Shane Merry Report Attached (Attachment E) 
Shane discussed his attached report including noting the Federal MP Volunteer Grant he was successful 
in winning. Olivia requested that proposed food safety training could be swapped to XERO training. 

 
ACTION 
Shane to coordinate the training, and arrange foursome of the grant money to be used for XERO 
training.  

 
11. Traffic and Safety – Shane Merry Report Attached (Attachment F) 

 
Shane referenced his attached report. Discussions regarding strategies to address issues around tram 
commuters using the school carpark for parking, to help address carpark congestion ensued.  

 
12. Carpark Culture Campaign – Olivia Wenholz 

 
Olivia noted that she is working with Andy and Kirralee on placing flags and signage in drop-off zones 
with instructions to help make the correct use of drop off and pick up zones clearer. She has also 
developed social media images for a campaign for Term 2. 

 
13. Other Business 

 
Solar Panels on the School Roof – Andy noted that he is supportive of the notion of solar panels and 
would further explore funding avenues. 

 
ACTION 
Andy to explore funding avenues for installing additional solar panels, and other strategies to contribute 
to becoming a Net Zero Emissions facility 

 
Rumour about changes from Composite Classes – Andy explained that no change from composite 
classes is proposed at this time and that any changes like this would only be introduced with proper 
consideration, lengthy consultation and lead time.  

 
Donation requests - We haven’t received any this term. Kirralee and the P&C have been encouraging 
students and staff to make suggestions, and filter them up through the appropriate channels (google 
form, email) via Corporate Manager who will ascertain most suitable funding source, then to P&C if 
applicable. Andy emphasised the need to use the P&C donated funds strategically, ensuring that the 
P&C donation aligns with and supports the schools objectives and plans. We want these funds to go 
towards meaningful projects which would otherwise not be possible. 

 
14. Open Action Items - Table Attached (Attachment A) 

 
Meeting Close: 9:15 pm 

 
Future P&C Meetings – Term 1, Week 7, 2022, AGM, Tuesday 15 March 

  



Attachment A 

 

P&C Open Action Items 

 
Meeting 

date 
Action item Comments Status 

15 Mar 
2021 

P&C Donation towards 
PL around Dysgraphia, 
Dyslexia etc 

15/3/21 Gareth Richards to speak with Dan Breen and 
Jacqui Ford about the possibility of a large P&C 
donation to be invested in professional development 
for staff with a focus on target areas such as non-
funded special needs and gifted/talented.  

 
31/8/21 Gareth to follow up on this action as no 
progress to date given the lock down. 

 
19/10/2021 – Jacqui is finalising the Professional 
Learning (PL) plan for January. Teachers across the 
school participate in the same PL at the start of the 
year to jumpstart it. 

 
There is still this outstanding request to work with P&C 
on training in Dysgraphia, dyslexia etc.  

 
Kirralee noted that there have been teachers 
earmarked to participate in this training, who have 
expressed their interest. (It was going ahead but COVID 
caused disruption.)   

 
It was asked if there is ad-hoc Professional Learning 
through the year. 
Jacqui mentioned that the school sends teachers 
continually, capitalising on good PL opportunities. The 
school has found that sending teachers in groups works 
well. 
She noted that the Dyslexia PL focus is in line with the 
schools action plan and strategic plan and is a great 
notion for the P&C to offer assistance with. She was of 
the view that teachers would be very interested in 
volunteering to be part of it. 

 
Olivia reiterated that the P&C would love to run that as 
part of a P&C donation to the school and it is on the list 
of donations that Kirralee has. 

 
Action - Jacquie/Andy and Kirralee to investigate 
providers and programs and submit a quote/request to 
P&C. 

 
30/11/2021 
Rachel highlighted that she has sent information 
regarding Katherine at Alphability. 
Action - Shane to send information about Alphability to 
Jacquie and Kirralee. 

 
15/2/2022 Andy to follow up with Kirralee 
CARRY FORWARD  

Open. 



27 Jul 
2021 

Future grant 
opportunities 

27/7/21 - ACT P&C Council provided access to another 
useful website to seek information relating to grants. It 
would be good if we could see what opportunities are 
coming up, and plan ahead for which ones we want to 
apply for, and what content should be included in the 
applications. 
Action - Shane to circulate info 
Action - Shane to convene roundtable workshop with 
committee to brainstorm the opportunities and plan 
ahead 
30/11/2021 CARRY FORWARD 
15/2/2022 Action completed 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 

27 July 
2021 

Big Splash - swimming 
skills and water safety 
courses, pilot proposal. 

31/8/21 - Gareth noted that he could reach out to 
contacts he knows are linked with Big Splash to discuss 
the proposal further. Olivia noted that at the time this 
was raised she had questioned if this was a P&C remit 
but that we would be happy for the P&C to help if 
necessary  
19/10/2021 – Any progress since Gareth has departed?  
Action - Shane to seek to progress, and provide an 
update at next meeting, or close. 
30/11/2021 CARRY FORWARD 
15/2/2022 No further progress at this time. 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 

19 Oct 
2021 

Deed for Canteen and 
Uniform Shop 

Olivia and Kirralee complete the deed for the Canteen 
and Uniform Shop 
30/11/2021 CARRY FORWARD 
15/2/2022 Kirralee has drafted and sent to the 
Directorate for approval, then signing by both parties – 
still to be completed. 
CARRY FORWARD 

Open. 

19 Oct 
2021 

Yr 6 polo and hoody Olivia send how to doc to Year 5/6 team leader 
30/11 Ben will speak with Michelle about doing design 
end of term 4. 
Identify staff to manage the process. 
30/11/2021 CARRY FORWARD 
15/2/2022 Action Completed. Yr 6 teachers led a 
design competition and voted on a winning design 
which will be used this year. 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 

19 Oct 
2021 

EL - Transition to 
Schools forum 

Rachel post the link of the recording of the Transition 
to School forum onto FB.  
30/11/2021  CARRY FORWARD 
15/2/2022 Action Completed 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 

19 Oct 
2021 

RagTagd Olivia to execute the MOU, finalise the quote, proceed 
to delivery, payment and installation. Olivia to arrange 
storage shelves with Alban and Library ladies. 
Kate and Rachel prepare launch comms strategy. Pack 
of 5 for $12 
30/11/2021  ACTION - FOR NEXT AGENDA – Primary 
School recycling lost property initiative . CARRY 
FORWARD 
15/2/2022 RagTagd went quiet for all of Dec and Jan 
and have only recently got back in touch, to notify of 
delays in shipping of sensors and tags. 
When we do move into the new Uniform Shop space, 
we will have to cull a lot of 2nd hand stock. Rather than 

Open 



put it into landfill, we would like to use a recycling 
company who can use textiles. 
Kate to Reach out to UpScale and negotiate a bulk 
collection of old uniform items for recycling.  
CARRY FORWARD 

19 Oct 
2021 

Traffic and Safety 
Report  

Committee to provide feedback to Shane by Tuesday 
26 October. 
Shane provided our collated response to the report to 
the Directorate. 
Action - Stakeholder consultation meeting? (It is 
mentioned in the report, but has not been held yet) 
Final report to go to the Minister. 
Response from ACT Govt - received in Dec. 
ACT Govt to implement the approved 
recommendations from the report. 

 
30/11/2021 ACTION - Shane to find out if they will still 
have consultation or not. Respond to Govt’s Dec letter. 

 
15/2/2022 Shane to organise meeting with Andy to 
discuss how to progress 
Shane to approach Mother Theresa to seek their 
feedback on the report. 
CARRY FORWARD 

Open 

19 Oct 
2021 

Community Morning 
Tea, replace the 
Coordinator 

P&C and Carolyne to do a callout for an interim 
coordinator who would do preparations ahead of Term 
1, and would run it for the first few weeks, until the 
AGM. 
30/11/2021 ACTION – Carolyne and others to consider 
a Puddles café meet up to gauge interest.  

 
15/2/2022 
Bronwyn and Olivia and the P&C Committee members 
to look at trialling a coffee van in car parks adjacent to 
the school as an alternative during COVID.  
-How often, weekly, fortnightly, monthly? 
-Can we rotate the committee members? Who will be 
there to meet and greet? 
-What are the best mornings when a few committee 
members can attend and reach out to parents? 
-What handouts can we give them to share the word of 
the P&C? 
-Do we offer a free coffee to Harrison School parents 
over the Facebook pages to encourage participation? 
-Can we get the Coffee Van to go to the front carpark 
and offer free coffee/cake to the Harrison School Staff 
to show staff our appreciation? 
CARRY FORWARD 

Open 

30 Nov 
2021 

Uniform Shop Opening 
COVID Safe Procedures 

Grace to book in meeting with Jacqui Ford, Olivia 
Wenholz and Kirralee Larkin to discuss and formulate a 
process.  
15/2/2022 Action item completed 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 

30 Nov 
2021 

Information sent to 
parents regarding 
classrooms and 
teachers in advance of 
first day of school. 

Bronwyn to email Ben the minutes from the first P&C 
Meeting of 2021 that has feedback regarding the 
information sent out by the school on the first day 
regarding teacher names and classrooms. 
15/2/2022 Action item completed 

CLOSED 



CLOSED 
30 Nov 
2021 

Retain C-Category 
College Course Petition  

Mary Cheng to work with Kate to circulate a petition to 
retain C-Category College Courses.  
15/2/2022 After discussions from the floor regarding 
the P&Cs scope of influence in this matter it was 
decided by all to not take a position on this and leave 
its promotion to other interested channels  
CLOSED  

CLOSED 

30 Nov 
2021 

ACT P&C Council Grant 
– Playdo Pots 

Liz Kenworthy to liaise with Kelly Dunstan 
15/2/2022 Action item completed 
CLOSED 

CLOSED 

30 Nov 
2021 

Carpark Education 
Campaign 

Olivia and Kate to formulate education/re-education 
campaign on social media to help create a better 
culture. 
15/2/2022 Olivia, Andy and Kirralee will continue to 
work on this matter. 
CARRY FORWARD 

Open 

30 Nov 
2021 

RagTagd Lost Property 
Campaign 

Olivia and Kate to launch the RagTagd system to the 
school community 
15/2/2022 Moved forward due to manufacturing 
delays 
CARRY FORWARD 

Open 

15 Feb 
2022 

Call out for Uniform 
Shop Volunteers 

Kate to post on Facebook page. Other year level admins 
to copy to respective pages.  

New 

15 Feb 
2022 

Advertise for paid 
casual Uniform Shop 
Assistants 

Olivia and Bronwyn to coordinate. New 

15 Feb 
2022 

Mother’s Day reminder 
Facebook posts 

Kate to post reminder to parents that they need to 
organise their Mother’s Day gifts independently this 
year.  

New 

15 Feb 
2022 

Grant Money for ZERO 
training 

Shane to coordinate training and arrange for some of 
the grant money to be used for XERO training.  

New 

 

  



Attachment B 

 
PRESIDENTS REPORT - FEB 2022 

 
1. CANTEEN  
- New casual hired to fill gaps in staffing from departures late last year.  
- New food supplier - Superior Foods. (President needs to sign the Credit Application Form which 
Penny has) 
- Lunch break timings have changed slightly. The team have adjusted their operations (again) 
beautifully 
- Counter service: We are hoping to open up counter service for recess and lunch - pending 
School/Directorate permission. Snr students and staff are very keen for that. 
- Blown Fuse: There was a blown fuse during the holidays which turned off 1 fridge and 1 freezer, 
and we lost approx $1.5k of food stuffs. Kirralee and Albana are investigating the cause, in order 
to ascertain who needs to reimburse whom for the $ loss. Kerynne cleaned out all the moldy, 
rancid food, and replaced all the stock, without losing a day of service as Term 1 kicked off. 
- Food Business Registration: has been renewed. Fee was waived by ACT Govt due to COVID 
closures. 

 

2. UNIFORM SHOP 
- New Uniforms - we have spent approx $28k on junior school and sports uniforms. 
We still need to confirm the 5/6 and 7-10 uniform with Andy, and then place an order for the 
remaining senior school items, which we envisage will be another $20k or so. 
- Navy bottoms are selling well. We now stock two styles of skorts, as well as cargo shorts and 
long cargo pants. 
- International students: As per the new arrangement, the school now sends their full fee paying 
international families to the Uniform Shop to be kitted out with two sets of new uniforms, which 
the school pays us for. (Until we have senior school new uniforms, all that business is still being 
directed to Lowes/Chilada) 
- Student Support: As per the new arrangement, the Uniform Shop is now absorbing the cost of 1 
new set and 1 2nd hand set of uniforms for families who have been granted student support. We 
will be tracking the cost of this, and will revisit the arrangement 6 months on. 
- Deed: Kirralee has drafted the new Deed for the Canteen and Uniform Shop, to incorporate the 
new arrangements mentioned above. The draft of the new deed is sitting with the Procurement 
Office of the Directorate for approval. 

 
LW Reid orders 
- $7,740 jnr fleece, s/s polo and l/s polo - delivered 17/1 
- $3,220 track pants x 100 
- $5,586 sports shorts x 250 
- $5,790 sports jkt x 150 
- $5,818 navy bottoms and hats 
TOTAL $28,154 

 
Still to order: 
- pe polo shirt 
- boys white shirts 
- girls white shirts 
- jnr summer dress 
- snr winter skirt 
- snr fleece 
- hoody ? 

 



3. RAGTAGD 
Lost Property solution. They went quiet on us for all of December, Jan and half of Feb. We only 
got a response from them last week, with delays on delivery of tags and sensors. We have not 
been issued an invoice yet. We will not pay the invoice until we receive the goods. 

 
4. NOTICEBOARDS 
Leanne has done a beautiful job reinvigorating the noticeboards (before she departs for WA on 
April Fool's Day) and created a design that can easily swap in and swap out revised committee 
contact lists etc.  

 
5. COMMUNICATIONS 
Social Media consultant has completed her evaluation, recommendations and training (both in 
person, and preparing a series of 'How to' video assets that we can keep and share with future FB 
admins. 
- Conducted training for FB Admins of our year level groups. (We are still short of volunteers for 
these groups, and attendance / engagement was very low for the two sessions that Cate ran) 
- The Comms role has been seamlessly handed over from Rachel Armstrong to Kate Riley. Thank 
you to both of these outstanding ladies. 

 
6. FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS APPROVED OUT OF SESSION 
$480 - New square terminal / receipt printer for Uniform Shop and paper rolls. 
And the $28k of LW Reid orders as mentioned above. 

 
7. DONATION REQUESTS 
In the past 2 years we have donated over $87k to the school, which went towards: 

 
2021 - $17k 
- mural in the FLEX space $5.5k 
- outdoor table tennis table $6.6k 
- music stands and instruments $5k 

 
2020 - $70k 
- outdoor tables and seating $23k 
- reading resources $20k 
- shade sails for playgrounds $25k 
- bike racks $2k 

 
This year we have not received any proposals / requests for funding / donations, but we do still 
have some outstanding action items which might require donations. We are also working closely 
with Kirralee and Andy to encourage staff and students to formulate proposals.  

 
8. FAIR in 2022? 
- Federal Election sausage sizzle and cake stall? COVID arrangements may not permit this. 
- Term 3 or Term 4 ? 
- Could hold market stalls as part of the End of Year concert proceedings? 
  



Attachment C 

 

 
 



 
  



 
Attachment D 

Feedback on first week back  
 

RATs  
The feedback received from parents was that the time allocations weren’t suitable for those that 
worked fulltime during the day or didn’t have access to a car. A lot of parents were asking why 
the tests couldn’t come home with the students.  

 
Drop off and Pick up  
The communicated arrangements versus what was happening on the ground on the days 
(particularly Monday and Tuesday) didn’t seem to line up. Parents asked why the oval wasn’t 
used this term for the release of students at the end of the day. Is there a possibility to re 
consider the arrangements for pick up, taking into account use of the oval?  

 
Teachers and classroom  
The information to parents regarding their children’s teachers was quite scattered with parents 
receiving information for their children on different days of the week. Information about what 
classroom their child was in was missing from the original correspondence and this would have 
been helpful.  

 
Adjustments 
The school worked quickly to provide information that was being sought by parents and took 
parents feedback on the RATs to the directorate which saw changes in policy, making it easier to 
get RATs home.  

 
Next Year  
Given things may be different with covid next year the same processes may not be required 
however suggestions for a smoother start back would be:  

• Information regarding a child’s teacher include the classroom and a map with the teachers 
initials against the rooms.  

• Information to parents at least one week prior to the start of school so that those with 
questions can get answers before school starts; and 

• Alternative arrangements for children with additional requirements communicated in the 
correspondence to parents so special arrangements can be made in advance to allow the 
children to get comfortable with what is going to happen.  

  



 
Attachment E 

Grants & Funding Update (Shane Merry) 

 
Fenner Volunteer Grants 2021 
We received a grant of $2,039.00 to help develop our P&C volunteers and to further enable 
parents/carers to volunteer. 
The funding will fund the following courses, details as follows: 

• Statement of Attainment training in Basic Food Hygiene (5 people) 
• Statement of Attainment training in Supervising Food Safety (5 people) 
• Statement of Attainment training in Hospitality Compliance SITSS00052 (2 people) 
• XERO - Learn XERO in a day (one person) 

 
2021-22 Community Support and Infrastructure Grant (CSIG) 
I applied for a $3,450.00 grant through the 2021-22 Community Support and Infrastructure Grant. The 
application was to fund the fit out for our new P&C Uniform Shop within the school. Items included: 

• Heavy Duty Shelving 
• Change room curtain 
• Heavy Duty Double Rail Clothes (9x) 
• Curtain Track 
• Bookcase Like Shelving  
• Large table for volunteers 
• Chairs for volunteers 

The amount we applied for was $3,450 and the P&C will contribute $500 towards the project. In my 
experience a contribute by the applicant goes a very long way no matter how big or small. It’s about 
12.5% contribute of the overall project expense. 

 
As I’ve mentioned in the past, I’m always looking at grants to apply for but I always need 
ideas/programs/projects to get funding for. Most of the grant applications are only open for a few 
weeks so the timeline is tight so what I would like to do is to do all the background work beforehand 
(e.g. develop partnerships/get quotes) so that when the grant opens all I need to do is the “creative 
writing” side of the grant and the budgets/quotes are already there. 

 
Here are some examples of grants that are done each year or are currently available: 

 
Fenner Volunteer Grants 
Grants of between $1,000 and $5,000 are available to eligible not-for-profit community organisations. 
This funding can be used to: 

• Purchase eligible small equipment items for use by volunteers 
• Help with the cost of background screening checks of volunteers 
• Contribute to volunteer’s fuel costs  
• Contribute to transport costs of volunteers with a disability 
• Assist with training courses of volunteers 
• Promote awareness of participation in volunteering opportunities 
• Adapting practices to support volunteer safety in the COVID-19 pandemic environment 

 
In order to receive funding, grants must be used for activities that: 

• Help community organisations to support the efforts of Australia’s volunteers 
• Help community organisations to support the inclusion of vulnerable people through 

volunteering 
• Encourage, support and increase participation in volunteering  

 

 



ACT Health Promotion Grants Program (Up to $1m pool fund, no max, multi year funding)  

 
About Healthy Canberra Grants:  

 
Focus on Supporting Children and Families 
The Healthy Canberra Grants: Focus on Supporting Children and Families provides funding for 
community-based activities to improve the health of Canberrans, with a focus on supporting children 
and families, particularly during the first 1,000 days of a child’s life. On average, Canberrans enjoy good 
health however, there is still room for improvement. Many Canberrans are living with one or more 
chronic diseases, with health status varying markedly between population groups. Applications should 
aim to address the lifestyle behaviours contributing to poor health outcomes and create supportive 
environments to improve and maintain positive health and wellbeing through collective community 
knowledge, skills, resources and positive partnerships. 

 
What makes an effective health promotion program? 
Effective health promotion programs are driven by the community in which they are based and include 
positive partnerships with a range of organisations to maintain health outcomes into the future. 
Effective partnerships bring together a valuable set of skills and varied expertise that may not be able to 
be achieved by an individual person or organisation alone. Health promotion programs should aim to 
not only increase health knowledge, but also change attitudes and behaviour, contribute to community 
and organisational policies and create supportive environments to improve and maintain positive 
health. We are looking for programs that use the strengths already existing in a community to create 
environments where people feel confident and supported to make lifestyle changes for the better. 
Effective health promotion programs have common characteristics across each phase of the program’s 
life cycle. This includes across the planning, implementation, sustainability and evaluation phases. They 
are multi-faceted, community driven programs that utilise a range of health promotion practices to 
enable ongoing health benefits for their chosen community. To help inform your application, please see 
Appendix A for further details on the characteristics of effective health promotion programs. 

 
Priority population groups 
We know that some population groups have different health needs and priorities, and some experience 
the burden of disease greater than others. Healthy Canberra Grants: Focus on Supporting Children and 
Families will therefore give priority to programs that focus on one or more of the following population 
groups: 

 

 
• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people (The ACT Health Directorate supports initiatives that 

contribute to improving local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People’s health, consistent 
with the aims of the ACT Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Agreement 2019-2028); 

• young parents; 
• people with a physical or intellectual disability; 
• people with a mental illness; 
• people experiencing homelessness; 
• people living with domestic and family violence; 
• people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and gender diverse, intersex and/or questioning 

(LGBTIQ+); and 
• people from culturally and linguistically diverse communities. 

Community Gardens Grant (closes June 2022) – Max. $10,000 per project. Pool of $40,000 
About the program - Food, sensory and landscape gardens can help people be healthier and happier. 

 
Community gardens: 

• promote community and belonging 
• produce food and help reduce food waste 



• clean the air 
• create animal and insect habitats 
• help cool our urban spaces 
• connect us with nature. 

 
Benefit to the wider community and encourage social inclusion to promote healthy living through: 

• Supply of food to disadvantaged people or promoting social cohesion and community health. 
• Promote social cohesion and mental health through providing meeting spaces. 
• Support collaboration to remove barriers to inclusion. 
• Improving awareness of healthy food. 

 
How it works 

 
The Community Garden grants program funds: 

• materials to build a new community garden 
• materials to enhance a current garden 
• equipment hire 
• tools 
• contractor hire. 

 
For example, we might support: 

• smart meters to reduce energy and water consumption 
• net zero emissions food co-ops 
• nature gardens to help cool our city 
• projects that connect people with nature and support physical and mental health. 

 
Successful applications in Round 7 2021–22 showed their projects aligned with at least one funding 
priority: 

• Benefit to the wider community and encourage social inclusion to promote healthy living. 
• Show principles of the circular economy, zero emissions or carbon capture. 
• Have a high level of community support, including volunteers and sponsorship. 

 
IDEAS: 

• Fruit & Vegetable garden in the pre-school area 🡪 teaching young children about growing then 
eating fruit and vegetables. Could also do this in the LSU gardens 

• Rejuvenating the LSU gardens 

 

Other potential grant opportunities: 

 

 
• There are always opportunities to further develop or upskill our volunteers. 
• Developing a program or project for children with special needs e.g. sporting events 
• Providing more support for children with special needs 
• Program/project specific for our Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander community members 
• Programs/projects for new families either from interstate or newly arrived migrants (when that 

happens). 
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